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Agenda 
•  Previous Specification 
•  Issues 
•  Changes Made 
•  Common Profiling Issues 



HRI Categories I, II and III only 
 
Categories could not be changed and were sometimes 
inappropriate for individual sections of the project 
 
Not an option for a contractor to challenge the category 
 
 
 

Previous Specification   



Some projects had multiple pavement construction 
categories but only one smoothness category 
 
Usually the category that was more strict was used 
 
 
 
 

Previous Specification   



Agenda 
•  Previous Specification 
•  Issues 
•  Changes Made 
•  Common Profiling Issues 



HRI categories were assigned in areas where another 
category should have been assigned 
 
Incentives were low in these areas 
 
 
 
 

Category Designation 



Agenda 
•  Previous Specification 
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•  Common Profiling Issues 



HRI Category IV 
•  Not to be confused with percent improvement for 

incentive 

•  Smoothness is based on HRI before and after 
construction. 
•  This is meant for thin overlays (Not Chip Seals) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

New Category   



HRI Category IV 
•  Cold Recycling without an overlay. 
•  Thin overlays (less than 1.5 inches thick) of HMA or SMA 

without an intermediate treatment. 
•  Heating and Scarifying without an overlay. 
•  Heating and Remixing without an overlay. 
•  Urban rehabilitation treatments when smoothness is 

affected by matching existing curb and gutter and/or 
numerous intersections and/or utility boxes.  This is 
not for reconstruction in urban areas. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When Cat IV Applies   



An HRI for each 0.1 mile section shall be determined on 
the original pavement surface prior to beginning the 
work. 
  
An HRI for each 0.1 mile section shall be determined on 
the pavement surface after the work is complete. 
  
Final HRI must be less than 80.0 in/mile if the initial HRI 
is less than 80.0 in/mile 
 
If the initial HRI is greater than 80 in/mile, the final HRI 
must be less than the initial HRI 
 
Incentive/disincentive adjustments for smoothness will 
not be made, however corrective will be required if the 
above criteria are not met 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HRI Cat IV Spec  



No language was available to allow the contractor to 
question the category 
 
Information to do that is in the CDOT Construction 
Bulletin “Interpreting the Pavement Smoothness 
Specification & Operating Parameters” 
 
Some category changes can take place if a project has 
varying curb and gutter layout, varying pavement 
obstructions, short lead ins to intersections, curves that 
cannot be traveled at least 15 MPH in a high speed 
profiler, or short sections at a bridge 
 
Project HRI Category changes can only be executed by a 
change order by the CDOT project manager/engineer   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Changing The Category  



Example 1: You have a 6 lane divided highway with curb 
and gutter on each side along with a number of manholes 
and utility boxes and/or intersections with grade breaks.  
However, the project’s middle lane is relatively free from 
any obstructions.  This project could have HRI Category IV 
assigned on the two outside lanes in each direction and 
HRI Category I or II in the middle lanes.  If the initial 
project category was all Category I or II, then a change 
could be made. 
  
Example 2:  You have a low volume road that is receiving 
a single thin asphalt overlay (less than 1.5 inches).  It was 
initially assigned HRI Cat I, II or III but because it is a 
single thin lift it should have been HRI Category IV. This 
could be a case where a change could be made. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Examples   



Example 3:  A project has a very short lead in to an 
intersection and the project was assigned HRI Category I 
or II.  Because there is not a lot of lead in, it could be a 
good idea to change this project to a Category IV or 
remove the incentive/disincentive and apply the localized 
roughness criteria only for the assigned smoothness 
category. 
  
Example 4:  A project has a short pavement section on 
each side of a bridge and was originally assigned as 
Category I or II.  Because there is only a short section of 
pavement, it could be a good idea to change this project 
to a Category IV or remove the incentive/disincentive and 
apply the localized roughness criteria only for the 
assigned smoothness category. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Examples   



Example 5:  A project has a section of pavement with a 
tight curve where a vehicle must slow down to below 15 
MPH.  This section of the pavement will be excluded from 
incentive/disincentive payments and localized roughness 
and shall be tested with a 10 ft straight edge. 
  
Example 6:  You have a 3 mile project and two miles of 
the project have no curb and gutter.  One mile of the 
project has curb and gutter and a large number of 
manholes.  This project should receive two different 
smoothness categories for the two sections of the project. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Examples   



•  Added temperature requirement (34 Degrees and Up) 
•  Incentive payments will not be made until all localized 

roughness areas have been corrected 
•  Diamond grinding shall be the full width of the lane 
•  Require that the contractor clear the debris from the 

lane before profiling 

Other Changes   



More information can be found in: 
 
CDOT Design Bulletin – Pavement Smoothness Categories 
 
CDOT Construction Bulletin – Interpreting the Pavement 
Smoothness Specification & Operating Parameters 
 
Section 105.07 of the CDOT Revised Specifications 
 
 
 
 
 

Sources   
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These apply to all brands of profilers including ICC, 
AMES, SSI and Dynatest. 
 
Temperature 
•  Cannot profile at 34 degrees or lower 
 
Pavement Conditions 
•  Shiny Surfaces 

•  Wet pavement 
•  Magnesium Chloride 
•  Some SMA pavements 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Profiler Limitations   



25 ft on each side 
•  Many times exclusions are not measured out correctly 
 
Leaving out exclusions in pavement 
•  Lead ins and Lead Outs 
•  Bridges, boxes, gutter pans, manholes, etc. 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Exclusions   



Initial and final section starting and end points cannot be 
matched up or properly monumented for verification 
testing 
 
The beginning and end points of sections must be exactly 
the same 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Initial and Final Profile Sections  



No DMI set up for the project 
 
DMI is set up more than 10 miles away from the project 
 
DMI is estimated and not exactly 1056 ft 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

DMI   



Contractor performs diamond grinding for corrective work 
prior to CDOT verification testing 
 
Contractor installs features that affect pavement 
smoothness, rumble strips, striping, inlays, ect. 
 
Traffic pattern changes that prevent CDOT’s verification 
testing 
 
 
 

Contractor Scheduling Issues   



Inexperienced profiler operators 
 
Debris on the road 
 
Traffic control is not used and it impacts the smoothness 
numbers 
 
Delays 

Other Issues 


